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In this talk I will discuss some effects occurring in transition metal compounds with small or negative charge 

transfer gap and with large contribution of ligand (e.g. oxygen) holes. In this case, when a lot of holes are 

transferred to oxygens (or in general to ligands, e.g. S, Se, Te) several novel states can appear, e.g.  

spontaneous charge disproportionation can take place. This happens in particular in some  compounds of 

gold, for example gold telluride AuTe2 – one of rare cases of minerals with incommensurate crystal structure 

[1]. The possibility of having “magnetic gold” will be discussed.  

In systems with many ligand holes one of the options is that instead of the usual oxides, like say Ti4+(O2-)2 

one could form peroxides, e.g. with pyrite structure, such as for example Mg2+(O2)2- or Fe2+(S2)2-. This is 

a very interesting class of compounds, having nontrivial magnetic and sometimes orbital properties. 

Specifically we consider the recently synthesized material FeO2 [2], which, according to our theoretical 

calculations [3], is a system “in between” the usual dioxides like TiO2, VO2, and peroxides M2+(O2)2- : in 

FeO2 the valence of Fe is neither 4+ as in dioxides nor 2+ as in pyrite,  but 3+. This specific material can play 

a very important role in the physics of the deep Earths mantle, especially at the early stages of the Earths 

history. Peroxides can also be important ingredients in the attempts to make better cathode materials for 

rechargeable batteries, and in many other applications.   
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